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Kiwi Naming Rights
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During October the Kiwis for Kiwi Trust (the old BNZ
Kiwi trust) held a national kiwi week to promote kiwi
conservation. We put up three kiwi names for sale on
Trade Me as part of the promotion. The successful
buyers at the auction were Dot Kiwi dot-kiwi.com,
Vet Care Tauranga vetcaretauranga.co.nz and
Highpoint Academy (ex-Trustee Stephen Parr).

Tim, Lali, Levi and Anna Johnson holding Dot the Kiwi

The use of Warrenheip has opened up a real opportunity for the Trust to get close and personal (within
guidelines) with kiwi and we are taking full advantage
of this in allowing those who have naming rights to
meet and rename their kiwis. Dot Kiwi have named
their bird Dot and Stephen Parr
has called his Highpoint. Vet
Care Tauranga will decide their
name when they get to Warrenheip. Kiwis for Kiwi intend to run
this as an annual event and we
will take part again next year.

Pistachio - she’s a girl!
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Pistachio was hatched on 2 May 2013 at Kiwi Encounter. It was not a normal hatching as she needed to
be assisted, but quickly settled into the routine at Kiwi Encounter. A DNA test confirmed Pistachio is
female. She grew really quickly on her diet of a mix of cat-food, ox heart, mixed veges and rolled oats.
In fact she was described as a pudding by the staff! This meant that she quickly grew to her release
weight of 1000gms and on 8 September she was re-located to Warrenheip crèche in Cambridge.
Our early monitoring of Pistachio indicated she had settled in well and was over the shock of having to
fend for herself. However on 9 November she was observed by Dave Edwards to be lethargic and
showing uncharacteristic behaviour, such as being out and about during the day. A stool sample confirmed coccidia at high levels. This is a common infection in juvenile kiwis. She has since been treated
and is now back to normal. She will be closely monitored over the next few weeks to confirm all is well.
This incident led to our Ops Committee assessing all the kiwi and seeking outside guidance for our
ongoing management plan. We have eight juvenile kiwi in Warrenheip. Most of the kiwi checked are
doing well and will just need ongoing monitoring. Stool samples will continue to be taken to build up a
wider picture of what is happening. We are grateful for the work that Trustee Harry Taylor has done for
the Trust and acknowledge the support of the Te Puke Vet Centre who are picking up the majority of
the costs.
Managing kiwi health in a crèche situation is an ongoing issue for all crèches and it is part of the learning curve that we need to go through. Conservation isn’t straight forward and this is just another of the
many hurdles we need to negotiate. The real plus is that we end up extending our own knowledge and
contacts through this, which is helpful into the future. It also helps build
our credibility as we are judged not on our problems but more on how we
deal with the inevitable issues that arise.
Phil Wells | Chair

Pistachio and Keeper Emma Bean
at Kiwi Encounter
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Possibilities on the
horizon at DOC
DOC’s new operating model is
designed to grow conservation by
working in partnership with others.
Key to this model is the idea of
exchanging value; with a net gain
in conservation work being the
measure of success.
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In the New Year DOC will be recruiting for three new rangers in the
Western Bay of Plenty to focus on
working with partners. This work
will have a strong emphasis on
maintaining and developing our
core work through partnerships,
including existing partnerships. The
work will also be about finding and
building new partnerships that will
help us to make big gains in conservation. One opportunity to do
this is to find ways of mixing the
skills and interests of existing DOC
partners in new ways, to catalyse
new and bigger opportunities. Another way is to work completely
‘outside the square’ and challenge
some of the traditional ways that
DOC has chosen to engage with
community.

Aymerick Andriamihaja, Claire Travers, Carmel Richardson and Emma Bean. The team at Kiwi Encounter,
Rainbow Springs in Rotorua who hatched and cared for our little Pistachio.

Volunteer
Notice Board

We look forward to a strong and
continuing relationship with the
Otanewainuku Kiwi Trust. We are
proud to share some responsibility
for the work the Trust and volunteers have done to protect and
restore the native habitat of
Otanewainuku; and we’re keen to
stay involved. The direction and
nature of this partnership will
evolve, no doubt, as the local DOC
team responds to the new direction
and operating model. We’re excited
about working together with the
Trust, and to explore how our partnership can develop and grow into
the future.

The past few months have been a busy period
for volunteers up at Otanewainuku. On top of
the usual winter toxin, track and trap work
volunteers have been flat out with the kiwi
over at Warrenheip Crèche in Cambridge.
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The kiwi require regular catching for weight
and health checks to ensure they are coping
with release. Several people are being trained
up to help out the monitoring team and are
slowly but surely getting the hang of it.
We are always keen for more volunteers so if
you have an interest in field work, admin or
fundraising please contact Harry at

Wishing a very merry holiday season to the Trust and all its members and volunteers.

volunteer@kiwitrust.org.nz we’ll be sure to
find something that suits you.
Finally a huge thanks for all the hours our
current volunteers put in!

Pete Huggins
phuggins@doc.govt.nz

The pitter-patter of tiny rat feet
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Pistachio hits her release weight

Since the AGM we’ve spoken to many
clubs and groups and taken field trips to
the forest with groups of school children
from Fairhaven, Selwyn Ridge, Omanu,
Matua, Westmount School and more.
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Book a Walk or Talk

This is your living taonga (treasure).
Let’s share it and love it so it is here for
the next generation after us.
Email info@kiwitrust.org to book a
speaker or a walk and talk at the bush.

Year 1 - 6 students from Selwyn Ridge School
at the Trig on the summit of Otanewainuku

Trustee Profile: Peter & Nicky Crane
Our interest in the Otanewainuku Kiwi Trust began at the initial information
evening of the Trust held at Oropi Primary School over ten years ago now.

After talking to other volunteers at those early work days we became more
interested and involved. We began with a rat trapping line, then Peter became a Trustee and part of the Operations Committee. And of course
providing the cups of tea and sausage sizzles after work days and open
days! Highlights for us have been being part of the kiwi releases into
Otanewainuku. With the use of the Warrenheip kiwi crèche available to us
at Cambridge we look forward to more success stories to come.
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We have always enjoyed the out doors including tramping and bush walks,
and the OKT seemed such a great idea, and being close by, there seemed
little excuse not to be involved. Our children (much younger then) thought
it would be fun to attend one of the early work days where we were to be
making the tunnels to cover the rat and stoat traps.

Peter and Nicky Crane

Peter Crane also served as Chair of the Trust -Editor

Chair’s report

2. The success of kokako translocation was confirmed by the survey held in Autumn.
3. The development of Warrenheip as our growing on crèche. Operations spent (and
spend) a huge amount of time developing this option . We are indebted to David and
Juliette Wallace for making their 16 hectare predator-proofed reserve available to us.
4. The opening up of an opportunity to translocate adult kiwi from Southern Whirinaki. We are indebted to Ngati Whare for their generous support of our partnership.
5. The brilliant Short Film that Aaron Smart did for the Trust. See the link below.
6. Finance Committee’s success obtaining funding necessary to maintain our work.
7. Developing our endowment fund (page 4) to underpin our long term viability.
8. The ongoing support of our many volunteers who turn up for workdays, maintain
stoat lines and work in the many behind the scenes roles.
We now have the Otanewainuku Forest in beautiful condition. Over the holidays do take
the opportunity to take your friends and family for a walk and enjoy what is a wonderful
environment. We look forward to the New Year with optimism, knowing that in conservation work there will be ongoing challenges.
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As 2013 winds down it is time to reflect on what has been an interesting and productive
year for the Trust. It is has been great to see the many facets of the Trust – operations,
finance, education, volunteers, trustees working together to achieve our common goal of
enhancing the Otanewainuku Forest. I have listed some of the achievements
1. The hatching of Pistachio marked a milestone—our first Otanewainuku-bred kiwi for
many years.

Phil Wells talks to a group of children
from Selwyn Ridge School

On behalf of the Trust I wish you all a great Christmas and look forward to catching up in
the New Year. Maybe up at Otanewainuku!
Phil Wells | Chairman

Operation Nest Egg - Short Film
The journey for the volunteers of the "Otanewainuku Kiwi Trust", has been one of many
twist and turns. This short film documents the ever patient trust members Nigel Veale
and Dave Edwards as they head into the bush as part of Operation Nest Egg, a program
established to help save the New Zealand icon from extinction.
The brilliant video that Aaron Smart and Smart As Productions did for the Trust,
Operation Nest Egg, tells the story of Pistachio and her hatching!
Do have a look: http://vimeo.com/69599603
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Thank you for your Support
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WBOPDC have supported us in many ways during the past six months: sponsoring our brochure printing, photo archiving, expenses relating to our volunteer event at Oropi Hall held in
August including photo board printing, also CSL Licence renewal and training. Big thanks to
DOC for your ongoing support and partnership.
We received a grant from Pub Charities $5440 for our kiwi work. Te Puke Vets are sponsoring our juvenile kiwi vet work. Thanks also to Legacy Trust who donated $500 for kiwi work.
Also to the Oropi News for your $1000 donation, and Althorp Retirement Village owners
David and Jane Church who donated $1000.

Donations from Westmoorland School

Kiwis for Kiwi organised three Trade Me auctions for the naming rights for three kiwi which
raised $1570. They have promised us another $8000 for kiwi work before next June.
Thanks to our mystery fridge donor our bait eggs can be kept chilled, and to Mark and Esme
Dean who pay the power bill to keep the fridge running. Thanks to Jim Pendergrast and his
team for monitoring the car park at the shelter. Big thanks to David and Juliette Wallace for
the use of their reserve as a kiwi crèche so our kiwi grow big and strong before release.
Thanks to the following businesses and organisations for sponsoring a hectare or making a
donation: Quality Tile Roofing, Forest and Bird Waikato Branch, Port of Tauranga, Te
Puke Nurseries and the Mt Maunganui Lioness Club.
Thanks to Selwyn Ridge School, Westmount Primary School, Fairhaven School, Te Puke
Kindergarten, Kaka St School and the Papamoa Girl Guides for your fundraising efforts.
Pukeko Printing have given us a good price to print this newsletter. Thanks to Aaron Smart
for choosing us as the subject of his short films. Check out the links on our Facebook page.
Comvita continues to sponsor our newsletter printing and postage. Thanks also for picking up
the printing costs of our blank greeting cards.

Blank Greeting Cards for Sale
Choose either 10 x Rata Seasons Greetings blank Christmas cards or a packet of 10 (2 of
each non Christmas card) assorted blank bird and bush cards. Envelopes included. Email
moana@cloudnine.co.nz or post a CQ to PO Box 9311 Tauranga to order. $20 plus $3 P&P.
Sponsor a Hectare, donations and membership: Thanks to all our donors, both long time
and new supporters. The list is too long to mention you all here. Your on-going support makes
a huge difference to our bush. We’re a Registered Charity - Claim back 33% Hopefully you
all know that we are a Registered NZ Charity so any donations you make to the OKT you can
claim one third back from the government by filling in an IR526 form and submitting your receipt from us.

Acorn Foundation
Nest Egg Endowment Fund
The endowment fund is a critical part of the long-term strategy
of the Otanewainuku Kiwi trust to become self funding.
The Acorn Foundation will manage this fund protecting the
principal and distributing the income to us. If you have had a
passion for conservation work and want to leave a lasting legacy then this is a wonderful way to pass your passion onto future generations. The reality is that our work at
Otanewainuku will be needed long after each
of us have departed so we need to ensure that
our work is not in vain.
Contact our Chair Phil Wells 544 9455
chair@kiwitrust.org
Or talk to your lawyer.

Yes, I need a Tax Receipt
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